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EXPERTS IN
RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOLUTIONS

Waxman Energy, your partners in
Solar PV Modules

Battery Storage

Our range of only the highest quality poly and mono

Working hand in hand with our range of PV

PV modules are suitable for almost any residential or

modules, we have a commitment to providing

commercial project, ensuring a sound investment for

only the most reliable battery storage solutions

both you and your customers. By choice, we only

on the market today for both residential and

work with trusted module manufacturers with a firm

commercial projects.

standing in the industry.

Inverters

EV Chargers

We have a wide range of solar PV inverters and

To cater for the vast demand of electric vehicles

monitoring systems, enabling us to match any

throughout the UK and Ireland, we offer a

module type and power class. From our carefully

comprehensive range of electric vehicle chargers

selected partners we offer a portfolio of high

for both residential and commercial projects.

performance, reliable and quality products from
industry leading brands across the world.

Waxman Group

Who We Are

With over 50 years in the distribution industry, the Waxman Group

Award-winning experts in renewable energy solutions, Waxman

began as a synthetic fibre distributor, rising to become one of the

Energy are one of the UK's largest distributors of renewable energy

leading global suppliers of flame retardant fibres primarily used in

products. Offering a one-stop-shop for installers, we provide

protective clothing.

everything needed for both residential and commercial solar
installations.

Since then we have diversified into other worldwide markets, with the
Waxman Group now consisting of nice companies within three key

Our extensive technical knowledge and unparalleled customer

divisions; Fibres, Ceramics and Renewable Energy.

service is what sets us apart from the competition and we work hard
to build and maintain lasting relationships with all of our customers
and suppliers.
Thanks to our 40,000 sq ft of warehousing space located on site, the
vast majority of our products are available for next day delivery, with
after-sales support provided as standard. No matter how big or small
the project, you can trust Waxman’s to offer a complete package for
your next solar installation.
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Mounting Solutions

Installer Training

We provide quality and flexible mounting systems for

Our purpose-built training centre and Zoom

on-roof, in-roof, flat roof and ground mounted solar

webinar series’ give installers an opportunity to

PV installations. Working with our carefully selected

adapt to the ever-changing solar industry. Held

partners, we can offer solutions for almost any kind of

reguarly, training covers a wide range of areas

roof covering providing economic and safe results for

including solar, storage, EV, mounting systems

any roof size.

and commercial funding.

